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Abstract

While progress in neural network architectures has led to significant recent progress
in the task of semantic segmentation, the challenge of obtaining large amounts of
labeled segmentation masks has limited broad use in real-world applications such
as medical image analysis. This has led to an emerging body of work focused on
semi-supervised segmentation where a larger quantity of unlabeled data can be used
with a smaller quantity of labeled data to train segmentation models. Recent work
on semi-supervised classification has demonstrated that when simple techniques
such as consistency regularization are used effectively, the gains in performance can
be dramatic. In this work, we explore effective use of consistency regularization
for semi-supervised segmentation, and show that when we use a consistency loss
for segmentation in conjunction with a discriminator selecting informative labeled
images, the resulting model significantly outperforms the prior body of work on
semi-supervised semantic segmentation across multiple standard benchmarks. The
code for our implementation is available at https://github.com/samottaghi/brain-
segmentation.

1 Introduction

Semantic segmentation has a wide range of real-world applications such as in medical diagnosis [1]
[2] [3] and in autonomous vehicles [4]. In recent years deep learning approaches have become the
mainstream in this area and they have shown significant improvement in the performance in this task
[5] [6] [7]. However, one of the remaining important challenges for most of the current approaches
is that they need a large densely annotated dataset of images and segmentation masks in order to
perform well. This challenge may limit the real-world applications that these methods are applicable
to. For example for the applications in medical diagnosis, only hospitals that can afford to collect a
large dataset with the corresponding annotation can utilize these approaches to aid their physician for
a more accurate diagnosis.

Semi-supervised learning can mitigate the problem of a small annotated dataset by incorporating a
large unlabeled dataset. Since the unlabeled data is usually much easier to acquire, this approach can
open significantly improve the performance of our model whiteout increasing the annotation burden.
Many algorithms have been suggested in this area including adding a consistency regularization on
the prediction of the model on unlabeled data [8] [9], and pseudo labeling in which the predictions
of the model on some unlabeled images are used as ground-truth for further training the model [10]
[11]. Recently, [12] proposed FixMatch which achieves state-of-the-art performance on the image
classification task. This method utilizes most of the successful approaches in previous works in a
simple yet efficient algorithm.

In this work, we propose SegMatch, a new semi-supervised learning model for semantic segmentation
task. In our approach, we use a discriminator for selecting informative vs non-informative unlabeled
images. A pseudo mask will be generated for each informative example, and the consistency
regularization is enforced on different transformations on the unlabeled images. Our approach
is agnostic to the segmentation model and proposed a new simple but effective way of utilizing
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unlabeled images in the training loop of any segmentation model which can significantly improve
its performance when the number of labeled examples is very limited. In our experiments, we
show that our model outperforms the previous state-of-the-art methods in semi-supervised semantic
segmentation on ... and ... datasets.

We can summarise our main contributions in this works as:

1. Proposing a new model agnostic framework for semi-supervised semantic segmentation

2. Achieving the state-of-the-art performance in semantic segmentation task on ... and ...
datasets by using a discriminator for selecting informative unlabeled examples.

3. Analysing the variants of our model, and studying how previous approaches can be repro-
duced in our framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the current approaches for
semi-supervised learning on semantic segmentation. We will propose our model and the algorithm
for training it in section 3. Our experiments and ablations studies show the performance of our model
compared to the previous model in section 4. Finally, we conclude in section 5.

2 Related Works

Semi-supervised Classification: Most of the early works in semi-supervised learning has focused
on classification problem [13]. Two main ideas are usually used in this problem: 1) Consistency
loss: which enforce the model’s predictions on unlabeled data to be consistent under different
transformation. [8] [9] 2) Pseudo labeling: which uses the most certain predictions of the model as a
ground truth [10] [11]. Recently, [12] proposed FixMatch which set a new state-of-the-art in this area
using these two techniques. In FixMatch, two transformations for each unlabeled image is generated
using week-augmentation and strong-augmentations. If the model’s prediction for weekly-augmented
images is above some threshold τ a pseudo-label is generated and will be used as ground truth for
the strongly-augmented version of the unlabeled images. The idea of using two transformations of
unlabeled image and enforcing the consistency on predictions has also been applied in SimCLR [cite]
which archives the state-of-the-art in self-supervised learning. Our work utilizes some of the ideas
and techniques that are introduced in this area for the semantic segmentation problem.

We categorize the current approaches in semi-supervised segmentation based on the main idea that is
used in them:

Consistency Regularization: Consistency relies on the fact that unlabeled data has the same distri-
bution as the labeled data, therefore we expect the trained model to have a consistent and confident
prediction on them as well as on labeled data. It has been applied in many approaches in semi-
supervised segmentation such as [14] [15] [16]. In these works, different versions of an unlabeled
image under different transformations are feed into the model and the consistency loss is enforced on
the predicted masks of the model.

Attention Maps: Some of the work in semi-supervised segmentation relay on extracting segmentation
masks from attention or saliency maps of the network such as [17] [18]. These approaches focus on
the case where image-level labels are given for images without a ground truth mask. These labels,
therefore, are used in training a classifier, and the parts of an image that the model attends to when
predicting each label are used as segmentation masks. However, in this work, we assume that we
do not have any form of supervision on unlabeled data, therefore a classification network cannot be
trained on them.

Adversarial Training: The generative model has been widely used on different tasks in semi-
supervised learning [19] [20]. The main idea in these works is to expect the model to have the same
output distribution on both labeled and unlabeled examples. This approach has also been used in
semi-supervised segmentation in [21] [22] [23], where given a segmentation mask the discriminator
network decides whether it is a ground-truth mask or a prediction of the segmentation network. Here,
we use the discriminator as a decision-maker on whether an unlabeled image is informative for the
model or not as is will be described in the next section.
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Figure 1: SegMatch. Our model produces a week transformation T1 and a strong transformation T2
of the image. Based on the predicted mask pf the week transformation and the transformed original
images, discriminator decide about the informativeness of the unlabeled image. It only generates a
pseudo mask if it found the mask and the image good matches and informative for the training of the
model. Finally, the consistency loss is applied between the pseudo mask and the aligned prediction of
the model on the strong transformation of the image.

3 Method

We propose a simple framework that utilizes both consistency regularization and pseudo labeling for
the semantic segmentation. The main distinction of our model compared to the previous works in
the literature is introducing a new pseudo labeling method that decides about the informativeness of
each unlabeled image given both the image and the predicted mask, and only generates pseudo labels
for the informative examples for further training the model. We also, combine our pseudo labeling
scheme and consistency regularization method such that the consistency loss is only enforced on
informative examples. In this way, our method is not trained on very noisy hard pseudo labels. As a
result it reduces the variance in training and improves the overall performance.

3.1 Problem Definition

Semantic segmentation is the problem of classifying each pixel in an image to one of the classes.
We assume that we are given a labeled dataset DL = {(x(i), y(i))}NL

i=1 and an unlabeled dataset
DU = {(x(i))}NU

i=1. Here x(i) ∈ Rd is an image and y(i) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}d is the corresponding mask,
where each pixel in the image should be classified as on of the k classes in the mask. The task is to
minimize the cross-entropy loss between the ground truth and predicted mask, using both labeled and
unlabeled images. In this paper, we use ’label’ and ’mask’ interchangeably in the context of semantic
segmentation problem.

3.2 SegMatch

Our model, SegMatch, is inspired by FixMatch model where week and strong transformations of
unlabeled images are produced and the consistency loss in enforced between the predictions when
the model is certain about its predictions (The max probability is above some threshold τ ). However,
in our method instead of relying on softmax probabilities outputted by the model as a measure of
the confidence and informativeness of unlabeled images, we use a discriminator. This discriminator
takes the predicted masks and the original images and generates a pseudo mask if it is informative for
the model.

Our method is shown in Figure 1. As it is shown in this figure, for each unlabeled image we produce
a week transformation T1 and a strong transformation T2 of the image and feed them to our model
M . Given the prediction of the model on weekly transformed image and the and the transformed
image itself, the discriminator D generates the pseudo masks for informative ones. Finally, the cross-
entropy loss is applied to the generated pseudo masks and the aligned prediction of the model on the
strongly-transformed version. As a result, the consistency loss is only applied when discriminator
decides an unlabeled image is informative.
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3.2.1 Transformations

We use two forms of transformation in our algorithm.

Week Transformations (T1): Week transformations are used to augment the data without generating
out-of-distribution data. In our experiments, we use random horizontal flip and random horizontal
and vertical translation (shift) as week transformations.

Strong Transformation (T2): Strong transformations are intended to enforce the consistency be-
tween model’s prediction. We expect our model to have a consistent prediction over the transformed
versions of the input. This acts as a source of supervision for the model on unlabeled data. In our
experiments, we use two augmentation strategies for strong transformation: 1) RandAugment [24]
which randomly selects transformations for each batch of data from a set of predefined augmentations.
2) CTAugment [25] which learns the magnitude of each transformation based on the predictions of
the model during the training. CTAugment slowly increases the magnitude of the transformations
based on how close the model’s prediction is to the true label, as a result, it does not need an additional
validation set for tuning. The complete list of transformations and their associated parameters that
are used in our experiments are listed in the appendix.

3.3 Discriminator

We add a discriminator to our model in order to guide the consistency loss. More specifically, we want
to only enforce the consistency loss on the unlabeled images that are informative for the model to be
trained on. In fact, some predictions of the model on unlabeled images are noisy on which training
the model may hurt the final performance. Therefore by adding a discriminator, only informative
unlabeled images are utilized in the training loop. So pseudo labels are not generated for the images
on which the model does not perform robustly and confidently.

The discriminator takes not only the prediction but also the corresponding image to decide whether
the prediction is a good fit for the image or not. We expect the discriminator to be class-agnostic.
This means that given the images and the predicted mask, discriminator can determine if the mask is
a good fit for the images without knowing its class. This is an ability that human beings can easily do
based on the prior information on the shape of the objects. So they can tell if a mask is a good fit for
an image even if they don’t know the objects.

We use a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for our discriminator module and we train it on
both labeled and unlabeled data for understanding whether a mask is a good fit for the images or
not. We train D̃ with the following loss function that classifies each image-mask as informative vs
non-informative:

LD̃ =
∑

(xl,yl)∈DL
(xu)∈DU

log(1−D(xl, yl)) + log(D(xu,M(xu))) (1)

Then the output of the discriminator will be D(X,Y ) = Ŷ only if D̃(X,Y ) > τ , where Ŷ =
argmax(Y ) is the pseudo mask and τ is a hyper-parameter for threshold.

We then discuss other simpler choices for the discriminator in our model:

Identity: In this case, our approach will be equivalent to only applying Consistency Loss, where the
model is enforced to make a consistent prediction on transformations of unlabeled data. Therefore,
we have D(x, y) = y

Mean Confidence: In this scenario, our approach will be similar to segmentation’s version of
FixMatch, where the model only utilizes the unlabeled data that it is certain about their prediction.
Here we have D̃(x, y) = ȳ where ȳ the mean confidence over the mask.

Confidence Map: If we decide about each pixel individually, the discriminator outputs a confidence
map. Therefore, only parts of the unlabeled image that the model is confident about will be used
in the training. Here the discriminator is defined as D(xi, yi) = ŷi if yi > τ where xi and yi are
corresponding pixels of image and mask.

3.4 Training Algorithm

The full training algorithm for our model is presented in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 SegMatch: Semi-supervised Semantic Segmentation
Input: Labeled pool DL, Unlabeled pool DU , Initialized weights for segmentation module θM , and

discriminator module θD, Week transformations T1, and strong transformation T2
1: repeat
2: Sample labeled batch {(x(b)l , y

(b)
l ) : b ∈ (1, . . . , B)} ∼ DL

3: Sample unlabeled batch {x(b)u : b ∈ (1, . . . , µB)} ∼ DU
4: Compute labeled loss as Ls = 1

B

∑
bH(M(T1(x

(b)
l )), T1(y

(b)
l ))

5: Generate pseudo labels for unlabeled batch ŷ(b)u = D(M(T1(x
(b)
u ))

6: Compute unlabeled loss as Lu = 1
µB

∑
b 1{ŷ(b)u }

H(T1T −12 M(T2(x
(b)
u )), ŷ

(b)
u )

7: Update weights of segmentation module θM by optimizing Ls + λuLu
8: Compute discriminator loss LD using Equation 1
9: Update weights of discriminator module θD by optimizing LD

10: until Converge
11: return Trained segmentation module θM , and discriminator module θD

4 Experiments

We implement our method on brain tumor image segmentation task for different proportions of
labeled/unlabeled data. Our dataset [5] containers MRI scans and their corresponding mask for 110
patients. We use 100 scans for training and the remaining 10 scans for the validation. Here we utilize
U-Net model [1] which has been shown to be efficient in segmentation tasks. Also, we use the dice
score as the metric for evaluating the model. Figure 2 shows the performance of the model on these
baselines for brain tumor segmentation task. As it is shown in the figure, FixMatch approach, when it
is applied to segmentation task, outperforms other baselines. It also performs significantly better that
the supervised case especially, when the number of labeled patients is small.

Figure 2: Performance of variants of the model

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a new algorithm called SegMatch for semi-supervised semantic segmentation
task. Our approach uses consistency loss for incorporating unlabeled data inside the training, however,
unlike previous approaches we introduce a discriminator which is responsible for discriminating
informative vs non-informative unlabeled and only producing pseudo labels for informative ones. We
showed the performance of our model on brain MRI Segmentation task.
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